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SUMMARY REPORT

Application Ref: 20140550

Site Address: Former Guru Nanak Darbar Gurdwara, Clarence Place, 
Gravesend, Kent, DA12 1LD.

Application 
Description:

Demolition of existing building and erection of a four/five storey 
building to accommodate 16 two bedroom and 3 one bedroom 
self-contained flats with 19 parking spaces, cycle storage 
provision and bin stores at basement level.

Applicant: Guru Nanak Darbar Gurdwara

Agent: BHD Architects LLP

Ward: Central

Parish: Non-Parish Area

Decision due date: 4 September 2014

Publicity expiry date: 21 January 2019

Decision level: Planning Regulatory Board – 6 February 2019

Reasons for referral: The discretion of Planning Manager ( Development Management) 
taking into account the scale of member and local interest in the site

Recommendation: Delegated to the Service Manager, Development Management 
for PERMISSION subject to planning conditions/informatives, 
including pre-commencement conditions to be agreed with 
the applicant, and completion of an s.106 Agreement, with 
Heads of Terms as set out in the main report within 6 months 
of the date of the Regulatory Board resolution.  

Summary of Reasons for Supplementary Report
This supplementary report sets out additional neighbour representations that have 
been received since the preparation of Agenda item 5a to the Board and includes 
additional information received from the agent. 

Due to the complex nature of the application Members should see section 4 and 5 of 
this report for the reasons for the recommendation.

1. Additional Representations 
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1.1 Agenda item 5a includes all neighbour representations received prior to 15 
January 2019 and this report considers the 93 additional neighbour 
representations which have been received which up until 4 February 2019. As 
of 4 February 2019 a total of 180 representations have been received. 

1.2  With the additional 93 representations all are objections apart from 2 which 
are in support of the application. Many of the issues raised are the same as 
listed in 5.1 to 5.8 of agenda item 5a, however the following additional 
objections are raised:

Objections
 The existing building represents one of the few large 19th century buildings 

that hasn't been converted or demolished to make way for flats;
 the Temple could make an amazing community space for all manner of 

artistic and educational needs, or be sympathetically converted into several 
large, high quality apartments;

 plans to refurbish the existing building have not been explored further;
 If the replacement scheme is to go ahead the replacement scheme should be 

revisited;
 would have supported the building of purpose built flats that followed the 

proportions of genuine Georgian properties as that might give the benefits of 
purpose build plus Georgian spaces. Perhaps only three stories high and 
containing only 12 or so flats of proper proportions;

 an objector summited an offer to purchase this site and turn the building into 
offices and have a museum for the Tony Larking collection;

 there are pockets of land for sale in the town centre which would be far better 
suited for such a proposal;

 there are many homeless people in Gravesend and the surrounding area that 
have made the old Gravesend hospital their home so why not turn it into a 
hostel of some kind;

 concern on the amount of time the application has been with the Council;
 inappropriate density for the development;
 existing building could be used as a NHS doctors surgery;
 the building could be used as a play area for children, also this can replace 

the very old play area on top of windmill hill which is still there from 25 years 
ago;

 no independent evidence has been submitted to demonstrate to the Council 
that partial demolition was impossible;

 The building being neglected does not justify its demolition;
 concerned about the impact on pedestrian safety on the short stretch of 

Parrock Road between Clarence Place and Wellington Street;
 adverse impact on local services such as doctors surgery’s;
 alternative use for the existing building being student application  the “ cellar 

spaces” be refurbished and developed to create Sound and Video Production 
and post production studio facilities*. The first floor /upper galleries be 
refurbished and developed into a suite of study bedrooms ( to act as “Halls of 
Residence” for undergraduate Media production students . . the 
congregational/worship space be refurbished & developed to create a 
performance venue and exhibition preparation space and art gallery;

 the proposed development may have an impact on the tree route protection 
area of adjacent properties;

 The impact of parking alone on the community is going to create huge stress 
for the residents, even with the proposed parking bays in the development, 
there are not enough for dual occupancy flats who have two cars.
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 total less of non-designated heritage asset ;
 demolition by neglect;
 high quality housing would be more appropriate for the site;
 harmful to setting of Windmill Hill Gardens; and

1.3 In addition a letter of objection has been received from Windmill Hill Association 
which is summarised below:

 Objects to the proposal;
 there is overwhelming objection to this proposal from locals;
 applicant has not demonstrated redundancy;
 there have been interested parties in the existing building; and
 if permitted archaeological survey should be undertaken;

 
1.4 Two letters of support have been received which are summarised below:

 The flats would provide the chance for people to downsize;
 the building has been altered and adds very little to the conservation area;
 external render on the existing building and flat roof extensions are harmful to 

the character of the area;
 replacement scheme would be attractive and sit well within the street scene.
 building is an eyesore to local people.

1.5 In addition a comment has been received referring back to an objection letter 
received in July 2014. This objection letter includes some 3D/models sketches on 
using the building as live/work unit. As outlined in Agenda item 5a the re-use of 
the building for other uses has been explored and due to there being no on-site 
parking and being outside of town centre there may be limited scope for other 
uses that comply with local and national planning policy. In addition no formal 
pre-app or planning application has been submitted for a live/work unit.

1.6 For example the suggested live/work unit within a residential street with no on-
site parking provision would likely conflict with adopted planning policy. 

2. Additional information from the agent

2.1 The agent has provided the following additional information relating to the 
retention of the front façade only

2.2 Drawing No.3208-PD-007 A – Extended Street Scene (attached as appendix 1) 
and the following comments 

Regarding the potential for retaining the façade of the existing building as part of 
the current proposals to redevelop the site.  
As you are aware, we have carefully considered many options for converting and 
retaining the existing building but none of which are a practical option.  There are 
a number of reasons that we feel would seriously constrain the development of 
the site and these issues are detailed below.  You will also note that, in the 
comments received from Design South East Surgery in April 2017, the Panel 
were not keen on the retention of the front façade only.

 We list below the following reasons why we feel this is not a practical option:-
1. The existing windows and doors in the front façade do not provide sufficient 

daylight for the proposed apartments.  This will need to be completely 
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reconfigured and, in doing so, this will considerably change the appearance 
of the façade, particularly on the ground floor.  

2. The internal floor levels are not compatible with the residential apartments 
and there will be difficulty in linking this with the scheme for the residential 
use.

3. There are significant concerns about the retention of the façade and its 
structural elements, particularly when the basement level is created for the 
car parking facilities.  As previously mentioned, the existing building has 
been significantly extended and visually changed over recent years. This has 
seriously reduced the architectural features and appearance of the building 
when it has been adapted for various other commercial uses.  We do not 
feel, therefore, that the existing façade retains sufficient architectural 
detailing to consider its retention.  These revisions, of course, took place 
before the Applicant took possession of the building and is not in any way 
responsible for the significant changes that have taken place. 

We attach a copy of our drawing, no. 3208-PD-007, Rev. A, which shows a 
street elevation of Clarence Place, with an overlay of the existing building 
façade on to our proposed residential scheme.  This effectively shows the 
difficulties in terms of fenestration and floor levels relating to the proposed 
residential apartment scheme.  It is worth reminding members that Historic 
England viewed the existing building with the potential for Listing the 
structure, but they felt that there was insufficient architectural merit of the 
building and, therefore, they refused to give national Listing to the property.  
They would, of course, also have considered the links with the original 
Architect, Sir John Sulman. 

We strongly feel, therefore, that our proposals for two new traditional villa 
style properties will reflect the character and appearance of buildings within 
the close vicinity of the site and of the surrounding area that is contained 
within this Conservation Area. 

3. Planning Manager Comments 

3.5 The material planning issues raised in the above additional representations have 
already been considered in Item 5a. 

3.6 However a fresh planning issue has been raised by an objector regarding the 
potential impact on existing surrounding trees and in particular the tree in the 
front garden of 18 Clarence Place. All trees with a diameter greater than 750mm 
and higher than 1.5m above ground level within a conservation area are 
protected by section 211 of the Town and Country Planning Act 1990.

3.7 In order to ensure that all surrounding trees are protected an adequate condition 
will be included to provide details of tree protection measures of all surrounding 
trees. 

3.8 In summary all the concerns raised are adequately covered in agenda item 5a. It 
should be noted that a number of objectors suggest alternative uses for the 
building which would likely generate additional traffic generation/ parking 
demand. A significant amount of objections are on the grounds that the proposed 
redevelopment would create additional traffic issues. What this highlights is that 
the parking is a highly sensitive issue within the area and the objectors 
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themselves are somewhat divided on the issue and the future uses of the site. 
The proposal before Members has sufficient parking provision and any re-use of 
the building would have no on-site parking provision.

3.5 In order to ensure that Members fully appreciate the concerns from objectors 
attached to this supplementary report is a report commissioned on behalf of 
Sulman 150LTD  (Appendix 2) which in provides a heritage assessment of the 
proposal and why they feel the scheme is unacceptable.

3.6 With regard to this report the contents of the report have been fully considered 
during the course of the application and it is felt that no further issues need to be 
revisited. 

4. Final Balancing Exercise

4.1 Planning law requires that applications for planning permission be determined in 
accordance with the development plan, unless material considerations indicate 
otherwise. 

4.2 Section 4 of this report lists the development plan and other material 
considerations.

Housing development

4.3 The Core Strategy explains that in order to meet both current and future 
economic, social and environmental needs, further development is required within 
the Borough and that the distribution of development set out in the Core Strategy 
seeks to make the most efficient use of previously developed land, focus 
development in the most sustainable locations, and preserve the openness and 
maintain the national and local planning purposes of the Green Belt, protecting it 
from inappropriate development. Previously developed land is defined as “Land 
which is or was occupied by a permanent structure, including the curtilage of the 
developed land” and therefore this site is considered previously developed land. 
Whilst the site is outside of the town centre boundary, it is considered a highly 
sustainable location and because of its proximity to the town centre, it currently 
has a controlled parking zone (CPZ) designation. This approach to focusing 
development on sustainable locations is in line with the NPPF which advises that 
development should be focused on locations which are or can be made 
sustainable, through limiting the need to travel and offering a genuine choice of 
transport modes.

4.4 In addition, it should be noted that, from 25 April to 11 July 2018, the Council 
consulted on:
• Part 1 Site Allocations: Issues and Options - Regulation 18 Consultation
• Part 2: Development Management Policies Document - Regulation 18 

Consultation

4.5 As explained in the consultation material, in the Part 1 Site Allocations: Issues 
and Options consultation, the Council was looking at options for how and where 
future growth, to deliver approximately 2,000 additional units, could be 
accommodated.  

Six options were put forward:
• Option 1: Settlement intensification 
• Option 2: Urban expansion 
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• Option 3: Expansion of 2nd tier settlements 
• Option 4: Expansion of 2nd, 3rd, and 4th tier settlements 
• Option 5: The creation of a single new settlement through the merger of 

existing settlements
• Option 6: Creation of a freestanding new settlement

4.6 As explained above whilst the Council, in its latest published Authority Monitoring 
Report, can show a five year land supply, it has under-delivered against its 
housing requirement in policy CS02. With the prospect of an increased 
requirement, the Council is giving significant weight to the delivering of dwellings 
in sustainable locations such as this.

4.7 In respect to policy CS14 Housing Type and Size, the delivery of 16 two 
bedroom and 3 one bedroom self-contained flats is a very positive proposal 
especially as all the units of accommodation meet the technical housing 
standards. Policy CS15 Housing Density advises:

5.11.5 Sites will be developed at a variety of densities, depending on their 
location and accessibility to public transport.

5.11.6 All new housing will be developed at a density that is consistent with 
achieving good design and does not compromise the distinctive character 
of the area in which it is situated. Subject to this overriding consideration:

 Within the urban area, new residential development will be expected 
to achieve a minimum density of 40 dwellings per hectare. In suitable 
locations close to the transport hubs of Gravesend Town Centre and 
Ebbsfleet, higher densities will be sought;

4.8 As highlighted above, this is a highly accessible location within easy walking of 
Gravesend Station with a built form in keeping with the character of the area, 
albeit conditions are needed to ensure that the detailing is of the quality needed 
for a building in this setting.

4.9 The borough has a significant need for affordable housing and policy CS16 
Affordable Housing requires developments of 15 dwellings or more in the urban 
area to provide 30% affordable housing. For a development of 19 units, this 
equates to 5.7 units or 6 units when rounded up. The applicant has submitted a 
viability assessment which has been independently reviewed by the Council’s 
appointed surveyors and they have concluded that in this instance, the 
application would be unviable with affordable housing provision. Paragraph 
5.12.12 notes that development will be subject to site viability considerations and 
so, even though affordable housing is not being provided, this is not uncompliant 
with CS16.

4.10 The NPPF is explicit about the Government’s objective of significantly boosting 
the supply of homes (paragraph 59), the need to take a positive approach to 
applications for alternative uses of land which is currently developed but not 
allocated for a specific purpose in plans (paragraph 121) and to ensure that 
developments make optimal use of the potential of each site (paragraph 123). 
Therefore, in compliance with Policies CS02, CS14 and CS15 of the Gravesham 
Local Plan Core Strategy and the NPPF, great weight is given to the proposal for 
19 new dwellings.  
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4.11 The design of the proposed development has been considered above in respect 
to its context, the living environment for future occupiers, the effect on 
neighbouring properties living conditions and it is considered that, with suitable 
conditions in place, the proposal is compliant with Policy CS19.

        Non-designated heritage assets

4.12 The Local Plan Core Strategy recognises that “our heritage is a valuable but 
fragile asset, so easily destroyed but so important in how we define or make 
sense of the world within which we live” and therefore Policy CS20 Heritage and 
the Historic Environment accords a high priority towards the preservation, 
protection and enhancement of its heritage and historic environment as a non-
renewable resource. Paragraph 5.16.12 advises that “For non-designated 
assets, decisions will have regard to the scale of any harm or loss and the 
significance of the heritage asset”. The former Gurdwara is a non-designated 
asset and it is proposed that the building is demolished and therefore lost in its 
entirety. The building was not listed for a number of reasons and therefore the 
significance of the building is considered to be modest. The building itself has 
had a number of unsympathetic alterations and not being used for approximately 
9 years has impacted on its internal and external appearance. It has no utilities 
connected to the building and has suffered numerous break-ins (for example in 
2016 a number of youngsters entered the building and filmed themselves 
smashing parts of the building up, thus endangering themselves  and the 
building as whole. Secondly in late 2018 a further break-in occurred where the 
owner has to again secure the building further). Therefore in respect to CS20, 
the proposed total loss of the building, which is considered to be of modest 
significance, weighs against the proposal and is considered to be in conflict with 
this particular policy.

4.13 The effect of an application on the significance of a non-designated heritage 
asset should be taken into account in determining the application. In weighing 
applications that directly or indirectly affect non-designated heritage assets, a 
balanced judgement will be required having regard to the scale of any harm or 
loss and the significance of the heritage asset.

4.14Paragraph 197 of the 2018 NPPF accords with CS20 in respect to non-
designated assets with the same conclusion i.e. the total loss of this building of 
modest significance gives a negative weight to the proposal. 

Designated heritage assets

4.15 The first part of policy CS20 is the consideration of a proposed development on 
a designated heritage asset, advising that the weight that will be given to the 
asset’s conservation will be commensurate with its importance and significance. 
The building is highlighted as a positive building and a landmark building in the 
Conservation Area as set out in the appraisal and management plan but, as 
highlighted in this report, it is agreed that the harm caused to the conservation 
area by the loss of the former Gurdwara is less than substantial. In respect to the 
listed war memorial a designated heritage asset, the harm again is considered to 
be less than substantial.

4.16 It should be noted that CS20 was judged compliant with the 2012 NPPF. The 
2018 NPPF has been informed by a number of High Court decisions and this 
has altered the test with paragraph 193 advising that when considering the 
impact of a proposed development on the significance of a designated heritage 
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asset (in this case the Conservation Area and the war memorial as the former 
Gurdwara is not itself designated), great weight should be given to the asset’s 
conservation irrespective of the scale of harm. As such, it is considered that 
there is conflict with this particular policy of the local plan.

4.17 Equally paragraph 194 of the NPPF is explicit that any harm to, or loss of, the 
significance of a designated heritage asset (from its alteration or destruction, or 
from development within its setting), should require clear and convincing 
justification. As great weight is given to a designated asset’s conservation 
irrespective of the level of harm proposed, the building’s demolition weighs 
heavily against the proposal.

4.18 For clarity, as explained above in the marketing section, the Core Strategy’s 
guidance on marketing requirements is only in respect to CS07 i.e. existing B 
class employment premises, sites or commercial wharves. Equally the guidance 
in paragraph 195 of the 2018 NPPF is not applicable because the proposed 
development will not lead to substantial harm to (or total loss of significance of) a 
designated heritage. The former Gurdwara is not designated and the harm to the 
Conservation Area and listed War Memorial is less than substantial.  
Nonetheless, a marketing exercise is still necessary in this case in order to 
provide a clear and convincing justification for the purposes of section 194 NPPF 
for any harm to the significance of a designated heritage asset.

 
4.19 The Council is also mindful of the Dorothy Bohm v SSCLG [2017] EWHC 3217 

judgment which clarifies that just because something is a ‘positive contributor’, 
so long as it is not designated in itself, a Local Planning Authority should not 
automatically conclude that it cannot be demolished/redeveloped until it has 
assessed it in comparison with the potential enhancements of a proposed 
development. This is important because it implies that the demolition of a non-
designated heritage asset in a Conservation Area cannot be treated as harm to a 
designated heritage asset in isolation, but rather the scheme as a whole needs 
to be considered, with the demolition being just one factor in this.

4.20 The key policy test, for the purposes of paragraph 194 of the NPPF, to be 
considered is whether the clear benefits of the scheme as set out above give a 
clear and convincing justification for the proposal. The former Gudwara building 
is identified as a positive building within the Windmill Hill conservation area and 
both the conservation area appraisal and management plan seek the re-use of 
this building. However, the existing building has been vacant with increased 
degradation for around 9 years and has been marketed for a total period of 12 
months. The result of this marketing has demonstrated that no medium term 
viable use of the building has been demonstrated and only two provisional offers 
were received. No alternative deliverable scheme retaining the existing building 
is on the table for the Council to consider rather we have a list of theoretical uses 
which have also been proposed for other locations i.e. museum, art gallery and 
are already present in more sustainable locations in the town centre. This is 
important because of the known tensions that previously existed with the 
property in respect to noise complaints and parking concerns. Furthermore the 
site is outside of the town centre boundary and so any town centre uses 
proposed here would require a sequential test.

4.21 At the same time, the Council has a residential proposal in front of it today that 
makes effective use of this previously developed site in a highly sustainable 
location that will be attractive to the market as proven by the flatted development 
at 16 Clarence Place. The proposed development delivers a mix of units in 
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demand in the Borough with space standards that comply with policy. In line with 
paragraph 198 of the NPPF, the Council will ensure that the demolition of the 
building can only occur when there are contractual arrangements in place to 
ensure that the development is forthcoming as explained in paragraph 7.7 of this 
report. The Council considers that these factors in combination provide the clear 
and convincing justification needed to comply with paragraph 194 of the NPPF.

5. Conclusion

5.1 The scheme is controversial and has generated significant concern from 
neighbouring properties. The significant volume of third party representations 
received are twofold –firstly it is not accepted that the building cannot remain in a 
beneficial, but undefined,  use and secondly the replacement scheme itself has 
generated concerns. 

5.2 The Council is mindful that any harm to, or loss of, the significance of a 
designated heritage asset (from its alteration or destruction, or from development 
within its setting), requires clear justification and following Dorothy Bohm v 
SSCLG [2017], this means that the scheme as a whole needs to be considered 
with the demolition being only one factor.

5.3 As explained in the title page, the proposal hasn’t formally been called in by a 
ward member and rather it is being brought to Regulatory Board at the discretion 
of Planning Manager (Development Management) taking into account the scale 
of member and local interest in the site. Also, as highlighted by the policy 
balance above, great negative weight is being afforded to the building’s 
demolition because this does impact on the Conservation Area. However greater 
positive weight is given to the proposal in respect to redevelopment for housing 
which complies with policies CS02, CS14, CS15 and CS16 and the expectation 
in the NPPF that previously developed land in sustainable locations are 
positively brought forward for housing that makes optimal use of the site. 

5.4 This report has considered the entire scheme as a whole and in summary it is 
considered that there are no material overriding issues and concerns that have 
not been considered and addressed including responses received from 
consultees and third party representations. Whilst there is some conflict with 
local plan policy CS20, the proposal accords with policies CS01,CS02, 
CS10,CS11, CS12,CS14,CS15 and CS19. On balance it is considered that the 
proposal is in accordance with the development plan as a whole and that there 
are no material considerations which indicate otherwise.   In particular, the 
Council also has concluded that the clear and convincing justification has been 
given which is required by the NPPF. It is therefore recommended that that the 
proposal can be supported.

Recommendation

Delegated to the Service Manager, Development Management for PERMISSION 
subject to planning conditions/informatives, including pre-commencement 
conditions to be agreed with the applicant, and completion of an s.106 
Agreement, with Heads of Terms as set out in the main report within 6 months of 
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the date of the Regulatory Board resolution.  
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Former Guru Nanak Darbar Gurdwara / 
Congregational Church,  

Clarence Place, 
Gravesend, 

Kent DA12 1LD 

Listed War Memorial with the former Church/Gurdwara behind. 

Application for Planning Permission:
‘Demolition of existing building and erection of a four/five storey building to      
accommodate 16 two-bedroom and 3 one-bedroom self-contained flats with 
19 parking spaces, cycle storage provision and bin stores at basement level.’ 

Gravesham Borough Council ref:  2014/0550 

Representation on behalf of Sulman 150 Ltd     June 2017 
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Former Church / Gurdwara, Clarence Place, Gravesend 2 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
The Conservation Studio – June 2017 

Contents: 

1. Introduction

2. Site location

3. Planning legislation and policy
 Legislation
 National policy
 Local policy

4. Assessment
 Heritage significance
 The proposals
 Setting of heritage assets

5. Conclusions

Appendix: 

Extract from the statutory list of buildings of special 
architectural or historic interest 

The Conservation Studio 
Brackendene House 

Carron Lane 
Midhurst 

West Sussex GU29 9LD 

01730 816710 / 07900 266784 

eddie@theconservationstudio.co.uk 
www.theconservationstudio.co.uk 
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Former Church / Gurdwara, Clarence Place, Gravesend 3 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
The Conservation Studio – June 2017 

1. Introduction

1.1 An application has been made to Gravesham Borough Council for 
planning permission (2014/0550) for the demolition of the former 
Guru Nanak Darbar Gurdwara / Congregational Church in Clarence 
Place and redevelopment of the site with a five-storey block of flats. 

1.2 Concerns have been raised about the likely effect of the proposals 
on the significance of heritage assets, namely the Windmill Hill 
Conservation Area and the Grade II listed War Memorial.  
Accordingly, this response has been prepared by The Conservation 
Studio on behalf of Sulman 150 Ltd  formed by a group of local 
residents.  

1.3 This statement has been written by Edmund Booth BA DipUD 
MRTPI IHBC FSA, a Director of The Conservation Studio and 
formerly an Historic Areas Adviser at English Heritage.  

1.4 He is also Course Director for the MSc in Building Conservation at 
the Weald & Downland Museum; a Research Associate of the 
University of York; and a member of the Design Council/CABE 
panel of Built Environment Experts. 

2. Site location

2.1 Gravesend fronts the south side of the Thames estuary and Windmill Hill 
lies to the south of the town centre connected to it by two radial routes: 
Windmill Street and Parrock Street.  The hill rises to about 51 metres 
affording extensive views across the estuary and the Kent countryside 
from the open space at the summit. 

2.2 Clarence Place connects the two radial streets on the north side of the 
hill.  The south side is largely open.  Formal gardens surrounding the 
imposing War Memorial are set behind a low stone wall and iron railings. 
They are flanked by mature trees leaving views through to tennis courts 
and the informal open space of the hill beyond. 

2.3 The north side is characterised by paired Italianate villas also set behind 
low iron railings.  At the mid-point, however, there is the tall gable end of 
a former Congregational Church which, in 1968, became the Guru Nanak 
Darbar Gurdwara.  The building occupies most of the site, which extends 
northwards to front William Street as well.
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The Conservation Studio – June 2017 

Ordnance survey – revised 1907 – showing the Congregational Church between 
Clarence Place and William Street 

3. Planning legislation and policy

Legislation
3.1 Section 38(6) of the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004 

requires that decisions should be taken in accordance with the 
development plan unless material considerations indicate 
otherwise.  In this case, in addition to development plan policies, 
national policies and guidance, material considerations include the 
relevant guidance of English Heritage, which is addressed below, 
and the Council’s Conservation Area Appraisal for the Windmill Hill 
Conservation Area.  

3.2 Section 66(1) of the Planning (Listed Buildings and Conservation 
Areas) Act 1990 requires a local authority, in considering planning 
permission for development affecting a listed building or its setting, 
to have ‘special regard to the desirability of preserving the building 
or its setting’. 

3.3 S72(1) of the 1990 Act requires that, in the exercise of powers 
under the Planning Acts relating to land in a conservation area, 
‘special attention shall be paid to the desirability of preserving or 
enhancing the character or appearance of that area.’  The Court of 
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Appeal has held1 that ‘considerable importance and weight’ must be 
given by decision makers to the duties under Sections 66 and 72.   

National policy 
3.4 Section 12 of the NPPF addresses the historic environment with the 

expectation that the significance of heritage assets affected by 
development proposals will be assessed.  In considering proposals, 
‘great weight should be given to the asset’s conservation.’ 
(Paragraph 132).   

3.5 Where a development proposal would lead to substantial harm or 
total loss, planning authorities are advised to refuse consent unless 
it can be demonstrated that harm is necessary in order to achieve 
public benefits that outweigh the harm (Paragraph 133).   

3.6 Where the harm would be less than substantial, or where the 
heritage asset is not designated, there is still the requirement to 
weigh the harm against any public benefits of the proposal 
(Paragraphs 134 & 135).  The Barnwell judgement made it clear 
that less than substantial harm should not be seen as a less than 
substantial objection and the ‘considerable importance and weight’ 
must still be given to decision-making.  

3.7 In addition, Historic England has published a range of guidance 
documents including: 
 Conservation Principles: Policies and guidance for the

sustainable management of the historic environment (2011)
which considers the heritage values that combine to make the
significance of heritage assets

 The Setting of Heritage Assets (2015) – Good practice advice in
planning: 3.

Local policy 
3.8 At 5.16, the Gravesham Local Plan Core Strategy stresses that the 

Borough’s legacy must be treated as a non-renewable resource.  
Policy CS20 commits the Council to preservation, protection and 
enhancement of this resource including securing viable futures for 
assets at risk.   

1  Barnwell Manor Wind Energy Ltd v East Northamptonshire DC, English Heritage, 
National Trust and Secretary of State for Communities and Local Government [2014] 
EWCA Civ 137 
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3.9 Policy CS19 provides detailed design principles including the 
requirement for new development to make a positive contribution to 
the character of the area taking account of factors such as the 
scale, height, materials and features of adjoining buildings and the 
significance of heritage assets.  

3.10 Saved policies from the Gravesham Local Plan First Review (1994) 
include TC2: Listed Buildings.  Where development affects the 
setting of listed buildings, proposals will ‘need to be sympathetic to 
the listed building in terms of massing, scale, appearance and 
materials.’ 

3.11 In 2009, the Council published the Windmill Hill Conservation Area 
Character Appraisal.  This identifies the former Congregational 
Church as a building that makes a positive contribution to the 
character of the conservation area,  one of nine principal 
landmarks and the subject of a positive view across the open 
space of Windmill Hill. 

Clarence Place and the Church before alteration in 1955 for warehouse use 

4. Assessment

Heritage significance
4.1 Windmill Hill became a recreational destination when Gravesend 

developed as a resort in the 18th century.  Clarence Place was one 
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of the first developments in the area and the elegant paired villas 
are characteristic of the early 19th century. 

4.2 The Milton Congregational Church and lecture hall was built in 1873 
on a vacant plot at the centre of Clarence Place.  It was designed 
by John Sulman, an architect who was born in Greenwich and 
practiced in London specialising in church design.  He subsequently 
moved to Australia enjoying a distinguished career as a leading 
architect and town planner. 

4.3 The church was made redundant in the 1950s becoming a 
warehouse in 1955 until it was acquired in 1968 for use as a Sikh 
temple.  The Sikh community moved to a new temple in 2008 since 
when the building has been vacant. 

4.4 The former church and the villas in Clarence Place are noted as 
‘positive’ buildings in the Council’s conservation area appraisal and 
can therefore be regarded as heritage assets.  The appraisal also 
noted the War Memorial as an important landmark and it was 
subsequently added to the statutory list in 2016 (The list entry is 
provided in the appendix). 

4.5 In addition, there is a cluster of listed houses to the east at the 
junction of Clarence Place and Parrock Street. 

4.6 Historic England’s Conservation Principles (See 3.7 above) advises 
that significance is the sum of the heritage values and it provides 
four sets of heritage values:   
 Evidential value.  The archaeological sensitivity of the site is

unlikely to be great as the original construction of the
Congregational Church across most of the site will have
disturbed ground levels considerably.

 Historical value.  Clarence Place is important to the historical
development of Gravesend.  The Italianate villas reflect the
one-time role of the town as a resort and the importance of
Windmill Hill as a visitor attraction.  Windmill Hill Gardens
emphasise the history of recreational use.
The Congregational Church complemented the residential
development of the area making Clarence Place a set piece in
the new 19th century suburb.  It is notable that the church
building was designed by a Greenwich-born architect who
went on to have a distinguished career.
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 Aesthetic value.  The villas of Clarence Place are highly
attractive and, as the conservation area appraisal notes, the
front gardens, the wide street and the public gardens to the
south provide a generous spatial quality.

As is appropriate for a public building, the church stands out
as a landmark being taller than the neighbouring houses and
exploiting the contrast of a steep gable and Gothic detailing.

In its present condition, the church has lost some of its
aesthetic appeal.  However, it would not be difficult to regain
its stone-faced dignity through a scheme of creative re-use by
stripping the render, vegetation, miscellaneous hardware and
extensions it has acquired over time.  In the context of this
potential, the aesthetic value is high.

The Church after the loading bays of 1955 had been added and then 
altered, but before they were raised and rendered, as seen in the current 
view on the front cover. 
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 Communal value is amply demonstrated by the emphasis
placed on the church in the Council’s conservation area
appraisal, which was subject to public consultation.

The extent of the public response to this application is further
evidence of communal values.

4.7 Collectively, the high level of historical, aesthetic and communal 
values suggests a high significance for the heritage assets that 
form not only the application site, but the street as a whole.  In 
addition, the listed buildings are anyway of significance at a national 
level because of their statutory recognition.  The War Memorial 
resonates with the former church to add a public and civic 
dimension to the residential suburb, as can be seen from the cover 
illustration. 

The proposals 
4.8 The aim is to demolish all the structures on the site and redevelop 

with a block of 19 flats.  Superficially, the front elevation would bear 
similarities with neighbouring houses such as Nos.17/18 and 
Nos.34/35 Clarence Place.  However, by doubling the bays a much 
bulkier and less elegant elevation would confront the street.  This 
effect is compounded by extruding the bulk backwards resulting in 
the need for a locally uncharacteristic flat roof despite the perimeter 
pitches. This is far from re-creating neighbouring forms. 

4.9 The height of the proposal is shown to be less than that of the transepts of 
the existing church.  That is deceptive because the receding roofs of the 
existing give angled views of sky whereas the rectilinear bulk of the 
proposal would be far less compromising.  The frontage would be wider 
than that of the church and therefore closer and more overbearing to 
No.19 Clarence Place.  In any case, the height of the church, which is 
appropriate as an intentional social landmark, is not a precedent for the 
height and bulk of a residential replacement. 

Setting of heritage assets  
4.10 The Historic England guidance on setting provides a staged 

approach to the consideration of proposals: 
 Step 1: Identify the heritage assets affected and their settings.

The principal asset is the listed War Memorial set in Windmill Hill
Gardens almost opposite the former church.  Further assets are
the ‘positive’ villas of Clarence Place
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 Step 2: Assess how settings contribute to significance.
Windmill Hill Gardens, with the War Memorial as its centrepiece,
is a semi-circular design facing onto Clarence Place and clearly
intended to relate to the character of the street.  In addition,
there is a strong relationship between the former church and the
memorial.  The civic and religious purposes combined give
Windmill Hill an identity that is more than just a residential
suburb.

The villas define Clarence Place as a high quality residential
street providing an important setting to the gardens and the
listed War Memorial.  The former church is an integral part of
that physical and social townscape and therefore part of their
setting and significance.

 Step 3: Assess the effect of the proposal on the significance of
assets. The proposal would secularise the existing imagery of
the former church and this would detract considerably from the
setting of the War Memorial.  The cover photograph illustrates
clearly the strength of the existing relationship. In that view, the
over-scaled bulk of the proposed replacement would be all too
apparent.

The former church complements the villas to form the social
makeup of the residential street.  The contrasting height,
materials and detailing of the existing building are appropriate
for an intentional community focus.  However, these qualities do
not transfer to a block of flats.  The superficial similarity of the
proposal to the detailing of the existing houses combined with
greater height and very much greater bulk would detract from
the setting of the villas devaluing the contribution they make to
local character.

 Step 4: Maximising enhancement and minimising harm.  Clearly,
retention and improvement of the existing building would be the
best way to avoid harm.  If however, demolition was proven to
be unavoidable, a very much more modest development based
on the integrity of the existing villa form would be necessary to
avoid causing harm to the settings.
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5. Conclusions

5.1 The analysis in Section 4 above, taking account of the guidance set 
out by Historic England, establishes the high level of significance of 
the conservation area, the significance of the listed War Memorial 
and of the villas in Clarence Place all of which are heritage assets.  
It also confirms the significance of their settings within the 
conservation area. 

5.2 This confirms the Council’s own assessment in the Windmill Hill 
Conservation Area Appraisal, which identifies the buildings in 
Clarence Place as making a positive contribution and the former 
church as being also a landmark. 

5.3 Policy CS20 points firmly to the protection and preservation of the 
former Congregational Church as a heritage asset of high 
significance and a commitment to secure a viable future for it. 

5.4 Very little evidence is provided in the applicants’ Design & Access 
Statement of efforts to reuse the existing building.  An assessment 
of feasibility by the same architect employed to deliver a re-
development is surely a conflict of interests that gives no 
confidence of an independent view. 

5.5 The fact that the building is valued for its contribution to the 
conservation area, rather than as a listed building, gives much 
more freedom to make radical interventions, particularly on the 
north side, to admit daylight and accommodate parking.  As noted 
earlier, there is also considerable scope for enhancing the 
appearance of the building in the townscape of Clarence Place.  

5.6 Similarly little evidence is given of any marketing testing.  It is said 
that the building was offered for an asking price of £900,000 but the 
effectiveness of the campaign is not apparent.  English Heritage 
advice, given in relation to enabling development, is that an asking 
price should not necessarily be stated because the value is a 
product of the feasibility.  Re-use would only be non-viable if the 
cost of the works exceeded the return irrespective of purchase. 

5.7 In the absence of independent evidence on the feasibility of re-
using the building, the Council’s commitment under Policy CS20 still 
stands and refusal should follow.  
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5.8 If nonetheless the Council seeks to consider demolition by setting 
aside CS20 and NPPF para.131, then the high significance of the 
building to the conservation area suggests (NPPF para.138) that 
total loss must be treated as substantial or less-than-substantial 
harm.  Both Historic England and the Council conclude the latter.  
While this may be the case for the conservation area as a whole, 
the localised effect would indeed cause substantial harm including 
harm to the setting of the listed War Memorial. 

5.9 Even if the harm is deemed to be less-than-substantial, it would be 
harm to an asset and settings of high significance.  Accordingly, 
any public benefits would have to be considerable if a balance in 
favour of loss was to be demonstrated under NPPF para.134. 

5.10 The only public benefit of redevelopment would be the creation of 
19 dwellings.  At present, however, the Council can already meet 
the government’s expectation for a five-year housing supply, so the 
need for such dwellings is not pressing. 

5.11 The feasibility of accommodating residential use within the existing 
building has not been convincingly or independently disproven.  It, 
therefore, remains the case that residential use could be achieved 
within such a large volume of space, albeit perhaps with a lesser 
number of units.  If, say, ten flats could be created through radical 
redesign, that would seriously erode the balance of 19 flats and the 
loss of a significant heritage asset.  A balance in favour of public 
benefits has not been established so the application should fail. 

5.12 Nor would the proposals themselves justify demolition.  An over-
scaled and overbearing parody of the existing 19th century villas 
would not meet the expectation of Policy CS19 for neighbourliness, 
height and scale. 

5.13 In addition it is necessary to consider the statutory tests.  The 
analysis above shows that the proposal would not preserve the 
setting of the listed War Memorial (S66(1)).  Under S72(1), neither 
the character nor the appearance of the conservation area would 
be preserved by the total loss of a building that makes a 
significantly positive contribution, and the shortcomings in the 
design of the proposed replacement would equally fail to enhance 
the conservation area. 
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5.14 The application fails to meet local planning policy, fails to meet the 
balanced judgement required by the NPPF and fails to meet the 
statutory tests.  The Barnwell judgement reminds us that 
considerable importance and weight must be given to these latter 
duties. 

5.15 It follows that there is little alternative but to refuse the application in 
favour of more detailed consideration of the available options. 

Edmund A Booth 
Director – The Conservation Studio 

June 2017 
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Appendix: Extract from the statutory list of 
buildings of special architectural or 
historic interest 

Name: Gravesend War Memorial 
List entry Number: 1432908 

Location 
Windmill Hill Gardens, Clarence Place, Gravesend, Kent, DA12 1HH 

County: Kent 

District: Gravesham 

Grade: II 

Date first listed: 10-Nov-2016 

List entry Description 

Summary of Building 

First World War memorial in Windmill Hill Gardens. Unveiled in 1922, 
with later additions for the Second World War. 

Reasons for Designation 

Gravesend War Memorial, unveiled in 1922, is listed at Grade II for 
the following principal reasons: * Historic interest: as an eloquent 
witness to the tragic impact of world events on the local community, 
and the sacrifice it made in the conflicts of the C20; * Architectural 
interest: a well-executed stone memorial surmounted by a fine 
bronze statue of a winged Victory; * Historic Association: with 
another well-executed and listed First World War memorial in nearby 
Northfleet, also by sculptor Francis W Doyle Jones (Bevan's War 
Memorial NHLE 1391662). 

History 

The memorial was unveiled by General Lord Horne in a ceremony on 
11 January 1922 which was also attended by the Bishop of 
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Rochester. The sculptor was Francis W Doyle Jones who was 
responsible for numerous other war memorials including nearby 
memorials in Gillingham and Northfleet. Doyle Jones' impressive 
Northfleet Art Deco war memorial being for the employees of the 
Bevan's Cement Works who lost their lives in the First World War. 

The Gravesend memorial was damaged in the bombings of the town 
in 1940 and was then placed in storage. The memorial was restored 
and re-erected in circa 1949. An inscription was added to 
commemorate those who lost their lives or were missing in action in 
the Second World War. 

Details 

The memorial stands within the Windmill Hill Conservation Area in 
Windmill Hill Gardens in the centre of a landscaped circular garden. 
Paths lead to all four faces, with four steps leading up to the front 
and three steps leading away from the back. The memorial consists 
of a bronze statue of a winged Victory holding out a laurel wreath in 
her right hand, standing on a tall square granite plinth standing on a 
larger square granite plinth, standing on a square two-stepped base. 

The top of the plinth on the front face has a carving of a wreath with 
a torch in the centre. Beneath this is the inscription ERECTED/ IN 
PROFOUND AND GRATEFUL/ REMEMBRANCE OF THE MEN/ OF 
GRAVESEND WHO FELL IN/ THE GREAT WAR/ 1914-1919/ NOT 
ONCE OR TWICE IN OUR ROUGH ISLAND STORY/ THE PATH OF 
DUTY WAS THE WAY TO GLORY. Beneath this inscription are two 
columns of names and beneath this, on the lower plinth, is the 
inscription IN GRATEFUL AND ENDURING/ 1939- REMEMBRANCE- 
1945/ OF ALL THOSE MEMBERS OF THE ARMED/ FORCES AND 
CIVILIANS OF THIS BOROUGH/ WHO FELL IN THE SECOND 
WORLD WAR. Beneath this is the inscription HIS with a cross 
through the centre of the H. 

Each of the other three faces has two columns of names inscribed on 
the plinth. On the back face, above the names is a carving of the 
town coat of arms with the inscription DECUS ET TUTAMEN. 

This List entry has been amended to add sources for War Memorials 
Online and the War Memorials Register. These sources were not 
used in the compilation of this List entry but are added here as a 
guide for further reading, 30 November 2016. 

Selected Sources 

Websites 
Discover Gravesham, accessed 11/10/2016 
from http://www.discovergravesham.co.uk/gravesend/windmill-
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hill.html 
Gravesend Borough Band, accessed 11/10/2016 
from http://www.gravesendband.co.uk/photo.html?src=arms_war_me
morial&alt=Town%20Arms%20-%20War%20Memorial 
Parks and Gardens, accessed 11/10/2016 
from http://www.parksandgardens.org/places-and-
people/site/3533?preview=1 
Traces of War, accessed 11/10/2016 
from http://en.tracesofwar.com/article/19800/War-Memorial-
Gravesend.html 
War Memorials Online, accessed 30/11/2016 
from https://www.warmemorialsonline.org.uk/memorial/144751 
War Memorials Register, accessed 30/11/2016 
from http://www.iwm.org.uk/memorials/item/memorial/144751 
Windmill Hill Conservation Area Appraisal, accessed 11/10/2016 
from http://selfservice.gravesham.gov.uk:8081/WebDocs/Environmen
t%20and%20Planning/Conservation_Areas/Windmill_Hill_Appraisal.p
df?_ga=1.241076928.2102366330.1476177513 

National Grid Reference: TQ6497273470 

Map 
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